For 55 years, federal law has required that male and female employees receive equal pay for equal work. Yet women typically make just 80 cents on every dollar paid to men for full-time, year-round work, a gap in wages that has barely budged over the last decade. Across the country, state lawmakers are working to change this.

It has been 55 years since the Equal Pay Act was passed, and since then we have seen women make tremendous strides in the labor force. However, women continue to be paid less than their male counterparts. Women working full time, year round typically are paid just 80 cents for every dollar paid to men working full time, year round. And it’s even worse for women of color. Black women are typically paid just 63 cents on every dollar paid to white, non-Hispanic men, and Latina women typically are paid only 54 cents for every dollar paid to their white, non-Hispanic male counterparts. Among the states, women fare best in New York, where women working full time, year round typically are paid 89 cents for every dollar their male counterparts are paid. California and Florida follow New York, with the ratio of women’s to men’s earnings above 86 percent in both states. Women fare the worst relative to men in Louisiana, where women’s earnings represent only 70 percent of men’s earnings.

Across the country, there is a growing movement to finally close these wage gaps. In the past few years, lawmakers have introduced legislation in over two-thirds of the states to finally ensure that workers receive equal pay, no matter where they work, and many of these bills have become law. State efforts to close the wage gap not only make meaningful change for women’s and families’ economic security, they also lift the states’ economies. This fact sheet highlights states that enacted equal pay legislation in 2017 and 2018.

Promoting Pay Transparency

Pay secrecy policies and practices perpetuate pay discrimination by making it difficult for employees to learn about unlawful pay disparities. Employers often institute policies prohibiting or discouraging employees from disclosing their own compensation to other employees. According to a 2014 survey by the Institute for Women’s Policy Research, more than sixty percent of private sector workers reported that their employer either prohibits or discourages employees from discussing their wages. When workers fear retaliation for talking about their pay, any pay discrimination they face continues to grow, undiscovered, in the shadows. Making it clear that workers have the right to ask about, discuss, and disclose their pay without repercussions is a powerful tool for discovering and remedying unequal pay.
Eighteen states and the District of Columbia have enacted provisions to stop employers from retaliating against employees who discuss their wages with each other, or from outright prohibiting these discussions. Many of these protections were passed in the last several years.

**Colorado:** In 2017, Colorado enacted legislation that prohibits any employer from retaliating against employees for asking or talking about their wages, or requiring an employee to sign an agreement not to disclose their own wage information. Earlier Colorado law prohibited some employers from discharging, disciplining, or otherwise discriminating against employees who inquired about, discussed their wages with others, but exempted any employer who wasn’t subject to certain federal labor laws. The law eliminates the exemption and extends wage transparency protections to all employees in Colorado.

**Hawaii:** In 2018, Hawaii enacted legislation making it unlawful for an employer to prohibit or retaliate against an employee for disclosing his or her own wages or discussing or inquiring about other employees’ wages.

**Nevada:** In 2017, Nevada enacted legislation that prohibits employers from discriminating against employees who have inquired about, discussed, or voluntarily disclosed their wages or another employee’s wages. The law’s protections do not apply to employees whose essential job functions grant them access to information about the wages of others and who disclose this information to people who do not have access to it, unless the disclosure is ordered by Nevada’s Labor Commissioner or a court.

**New Jersey:** In 2018, New Jersey enacted legislation strengthening the state’s pay transparency protections. New Jersey law previously protected employees from reprisals for requesting compensation information and only if the purpose of their request was to assist in investigating the possibility of pay discrimination. New Jersey’s new law expands that protection to protect employees from reprisals for requesting, discussing, or disclosing information about their own compensation or about the compensation of any other employee or former employee for any purpose. The law also made it unlawful to require an employee or job applicant to sign a waiver or otherwise agree not to disclose compensation information as a condition of employment. Additionally, the law provides that an employer may not retaliate against an employee who discusses or discloses compensation information with an attorney from whom they seek legal advice or any government agency.

**Washington:** In 2018, Washington enacted legislation that prohibits employers from requiring employees to agree to nondisclosure of their wages as a condition of employment, or from otherwise requiring employees to waive their right to disclose their wages. The law also prohibits employers from discharging or retaliating against an employee who has inquired about, discussed, or disclosed their wages or another employee’s wages; who has asked their employer to provide an explanation for their wages or lack of opportunity for advancement; or who has encouraged an employee to exercise their rights to discuss wages and compensation under the law. The law does provide that employers may prohibit employees who have access to compensation information as part of their essential job functions from disclosing wage information of other employees or applicants to other individuals without this access, unless the disclosure is pursuant to a complaint, charge, investigation, or other legal obligation.

### Prohibiting Use of Salary History in Hiring

When an employer relies on a job candidate’s prior salary in hiring or in setting pay, any pay disparity or discrimination the candidate faced in her past employment is replicated and perpetuated throughout her career. Relying on prior salary history also penalizes job candidates who reduced their hours in their prior job, or left their prior job for several years, to care for children or other family members. Since 2016, six states have enacted legislation prohibiting employers from seeking prior salary history information from job candidates and employees.

**California:** In 2017, California enacted legislation prohibiting an employer from relying on salary history information when determining whether to make an offer of employment or when determining what salary to offer to an applicant. The law also prohibits an employer from seeking salary history information, although an applicant can voluntarily disclose their salary history. If the applicant does disclose their salary history voluntarily and without prompting, the employer may rely on that information in determining the applicant’s salary. Finally, the law requires an employer to provide a pay scale for the position if requested by the applicant.

**Connecticut:** In 2018, Connecticut enacted legislation prohibiting employers from inquiring, or directing a third party to inquire, as to a job applicant’s wage and salary history. An applicant may, however, voluntarily disclose such information, and an employer may inquire about other elements of an applicant’s compensation structure, provided the employer does not inquire about the value of those elements.

**Delaware:** In 2017, Delaware enacted legislation making it an unlawful employment practice for employers to screen applicants based on their compensation history. The law also prohibits employers from seeking an applicant’s compensation history, either from the applicant, or from the
applicant’s current or former employer. The law does allow an employer or an employer’s agent to seek an applicant’s compensation history after an offer of employment and the terms of compensation have been extended and accepted for the sole purpose of confirming the applicant’s compensation history.

Hawaii: Hawaii’s new equal pay law prohibits employers from inquiring about a job applicant’s salary history or relying on that information to determine the applicant’s salary, benefits, or other compensation. The law does, however, permit an employer to consider an applicant’s salary history if it is voluntarily provided by the applicant without prompting. The law also clarifies that it does not apply to applicant for internal transfer or promotion with their current employer.14

Oregon: In 2017, Oregon enacted legislation prohibiting employers from screening job applicants or setting the salary level for a position based on the applicant’s current or past compensation.5 The law also prohibits employers from seeking an applicant’s salary history from the applicant or their current or former employer. The law provides, however, that after the employer makes an offer of employment that includes the terms of compensation, the employer may ask the job applicant for written authorization to confirm prior compensation. The law also clarifies that it is not intended to prevent an employer from considering the compensation of a current employee of the employer during a transfer, move or hire of the employee to a new position with the same employer.

Vermont: In 2018, Vermont enacted legislation prohibiting employers from inquiring or seeking information about a job applicant’s current or prior compensation from the applicant themselves or from the applicant’s current or former employer.16 Additionally, an employer may not require that an applicant’s current or prior compensation meet a certain minimum or maximum standard, or decide whether to extend an interview opportunity to an applicant based on that person’s current or prior compensation. The 2018 law does provide that if an applicant voluntarily discloses information about their compensation, the employer may seek to confirm that information after extending an offer of employment with compensation to that person.

Expanding Equal Pay Protections to Characteristics Other Than Sex

Working people too often experience discrimination in pay based on characteristics other than sex, like race or disability. And some people experience intersectional discrimination based on, for example, their race and gender, or their disability and gender combined. However, like the federal Equal Pay Act, many state equal pay laws only address sex-based pay disparities. In the last couple years, states seeking to strengthen their equal pay laws and close wage gaps have extended their laws to other characteristics protected by anti-discrimination laws so that employees have the tools to address the full array of pay discrimination.

California: In late 2016, California amended its equal pay act to include race and ethnicity as protected categories.17 The law, as amended, prohibits employers from paying their employees at a wage rate less than the rate paid to employees of another race or ethnicity for substantially similar work.

New Jersey: New Jersey’s 2018 equal pay legislation extended equal pay protections to all protected classes under New Jersey law, which includes race, creed, color, national origin, nationality, ancestry, age, marital status, civil union status, domestic partnership status, affectional or sexual orientation, genetic information, pregnancy, sex, gender identity or expression, disability or atypical hereditary cellular or blood trait of any individual, or liability for service in the armed forces.18

Oregon: Oregon’s 2017 legislation extended its equal pay law to all protected classes under Oregon law, which includes race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, national origin, marital status, veteran status, disability and age.19

Allowing Fairer Comparisons of Work and Pay

The federal Equal Pay Act and many state equal pay laws have long required equal pay for “equal work.” Many courts have narrowly and rigidly applied the “equal work” standard to throw out pay discrimination cases based on minute or irrelevant differences in the work or experience being compared. In response, states are increasingly considering adopting “substantially similar” or “comparable work” standards that hold the possibility of broader and fairer comparisons reflecting the reality of the modern workplace.

New Jersey: New Jersey’s 2018 equal pay legislation changed their equal pay standard from “equal work” to a “substantially similar” work standard.20 The law clarifies that the work should be “viewed as a composite of skill, effort and responsibility.” Additionally, the law states that the wage rates in all of an employer’s operations or facilities should be considered when comparing the wage rates of employees performing substantially similar work.

Oregon: Oregon’s law has long required equal pay for “work of comparable character,” and its 2017 equal pay law provides an explicit definition of “work of comparable character.”21 Oregon’s amended law defines “work of comparable character” as “work that requires substantially
similar knowledge, skill, effort, responsibility and working conditions in the performance of work, regardless of job description or job title.”

**Washington**: Washington’s equal pay law has long provided that employers may not pay any female employee a lower wage than it pays to a male employee who is “similarly employed.”[22] Washington’s 2018 equal pay legislation clarifies that individuals are “similarly employed” if they work for the same employer; the performance of the job requires similar skills, efforts, and responsibilities; and the jobs are performed under similar working conditions. Additionally, the amended law provides that “job titles alone are not determinative” as to whether two employees are in fact similarly employed.

**Closing Loopholes in Employer Defenses**

Current federal law and most state laws provide that a difference in pay will not be considered discriminatory where an employer can show that the differential was made pursuant to a seniority system; a merit system; a production system; or a differential based on any factor other than sex. Many courts, however, have interpreted these exceptions broadly, creating legal loopholes in which employers can justify almost anything as a “factor other than sex” without much scrutiny from the courts.[23] This makes it extremely difficult for workers to challenge their unfair pay. Recently, several states took steps to strengthen their laws by limiting the employer defenses to claims of pay discrimination.

**Oregon**: Oregon’s 2017 equal pay legislation tightens its employer defenses to pay discrimination claims by requiring that an employer’s justifications be based on an enumerated set of bona fide factors other than sex.[24] Under Oregon’s amended law, employers are limited to the following eight bona fide factors other than sex when making a defense to a pay discrimination claim: a seniority system, a merit system, a system that measures earnings by quantity or quality of production, location, travel, education, training, or past experience.

**New Jersey**: New Jersey’s 2018 equal pay legislation provides that an employer’s defense to a pay differential must be based on a seniority system or merit system, or on one or more bona fide factors other than the characteristics of protected class members.[25] These bona fide factors may include training, education, experience, or the quantity or quality of production, and must neither be based on nor perpetuate differentials in compensation based on sex or any other characteristic of a protected class member. The factors must be shown to have been applied reasonably, must account for the entire wage differential, must be job-related with respect to the position in question, and must be based on a legitimate business necessity. New Jersey’s new law also provides that a factor could not account for a legitimate business necessity if there are alternative business practices that would serve the same business purpose without producing the wage differential.

**Washington**: Washington’s 2018 equal pay legislation requires an employer’s defense to a pay differential be based in good faith on a bona fide job-related factor or factors that are consistent with a business necessity, not based on or derived from a gender-based differential, and “account for the entire differential.”[26] Washington’s amended law provides that these bona fide factors may include: education, training, or experience; a seniority system; a merit system; a system that measures earnings by quantity or quality of production; or a bona fide regional difference in compensation levels. Additionally, the law explicitly provides that an individual’s salary history is not a defense to a pay discrimination action.

**Challenging Occupational Segregation**

Women continue to earn less than men in part because they are not offered the same opportunities for career-advancement and promotions. Many employers continue to operate based on sex stereotypes about the competence and commitment of women—and mothers in particular—assuming that women will be uninterested or unable to perform jobs that require longer hours, frequent travel, or skills often associated with men, such as physical strength.[27] As a result, women are underrepresented in higher-paying positions and fields.

**Washington**: Washington’s 2018 equal pay legislation finds that equality of opportunity for career advancement is key to reducing income disparities based on gender, and prohibits employers from limiting or otherwise depriving an employee from these opportunities on the basis of gender.[28]

**Improving Workers’ Ability to Challenge Pay Discrimination**

In some states, even if an employee manages to discover that she has been discriminated against in the payment of her wages due to her sex, she may be barred from challenging the discrimination under the state’s equal pay law and obtaining relief in court due to an unjust application of a state statute of limitations. As a result, some states have been passing laws similar to the federal Lilly Ledbetter Fair Pay Act that clarify what discriminatory events trigger the statutes of limitations for pay discrimination claims.

**Oregon**: Oregon’s 2017 equal pay legislation specifies that the statute of limitations for an equal pay violation is
Although increased relief available to victims of pay discrimination.

**Increasing Available Relief for Employees**

Ensuring that equal pay laws provide for adequate damages or penalties is essential to incentivizing employers to lead the way in tackling the wage gap and fully compensating victims of pay discrimination. Several states have taken steps in recent years to strengthen the amount and type of relief available to victims of pay discrimination.

**New Jersey:** New Jersey’s 2018 equal pay legislation specifies that an unlawful employment practice, specifically regarding discrimination in compensation or the financial terms of conditions of employment, occurs and triggers the statute of limitations when an individual is affected by application of a discriminatory compensation decision or other practice. This includes every occasion that wages, benefits, or other compensation are paid, resulting from the decision or other practice. The law also explicitly states that requiring employees or applicants to consent to a shortened statute of limitations constitutes an unlawful employment practice.

**Washington:** Washington’s 2018 equal pay legislation provides that a violation of the law occurs triggering the statute of limitations, when a discriminatory compensation decision or other practice is adopted; when an individual is subjected to a discriminatory compensation decision or other practice; or when an individual is affected by application of a discriminatory compensation decision or other practice, including each time wages, benefits, or other compensation is paid, resulting in whole or in part from such a decision or other practice.

**Holding State Contractors Accountable**

Employers who contract with the state are paid through public funds, and therefore have a special duty to address pay disparities. To ensure that the state does business with contractors who are following the laws, some states have enacted provisions to require contractors to certify that they are in compliance with state and federal equal pay laws or to report pay data broken down by sex, race, and ethnicity.

**Nevada:** In 2017, Nevada enacted a law creating a program for state vendors to self-certify to the Department of Administration that they pay their employees equal pay for equal work without regard to gender. Although participation in the self-certification program is voluntary, the law provides that vendors who become certified will be favored during future bidding processes for state contracts. The Department must automatically certify the vendor without review, but the law provides that vendors who are found to have made material misrepresentations or otherwise defrauded the self-certification process may be prohibited from submitting bids for state contracts for up to three years.

**New Jersey:** New Jersey’s 2018 equal pay legislation requires employers who enter into a contract with a public body to provide a report to the Commissioner of Labor and Workforce Development for each of their establishments that includes information about the compensation and hours worked by employees, broken down by gender, race, ethnicity, and job category, and reported by pay band. For employers who enter into a contract with a public body to specifically perform a public work, the new law requires them to provide to the commissioner the gender, race, job title, occupational category, and rate of total compensation of every employee of the employer employed in the State.
in connection with the contract. This information is to be provided through certified payroll records throughout the duration of the contract, with an update to the information whenever payroll records are required by the state prevailing wage law. For employers who enter into a contract with a public body to specifically perform a public work, the new law requires them to provide to the commissioner the gender, race, job title, occupational category, and rate of total compensation of every employee of the employer employed in the State in connection with the contract. This information is to be provided through certified payroll records throughout the duration of the contract, with an update to the information whenever payroll records are required by the state prevailing wage law. The law requires the Commissioner to retain the information provided by any of these employers during the duration of the contract and not less than five years after the end of that period. The retained employment information will be made available to the Division on Civil Rights in the Department of Law and Public Safety, and, upon request, provided to anyone who is or was an employee of the employer during the period of any of the contracts between the employer and any public body, or any authorized representative of the employee.
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